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ACROSS
1 Men preferring one over a long distance
(5)
4 Quietly say to the barman “just a small
one” (3)
6 Lady-boy has bottom pinched (5)
9 It may strike a chord, but only once (7)
10 Composer died after opera’s opening is
made too elaborate (7)
11 Stirring rally provides bigwig with little to
do (4,5,4)
14 Money from 7 back-to-back articles (4)
15 Pornographic TV show had to corrupt
(10)
19 It’s a tragedy to mix up sex and/or die
(7,3)
20 Time to return, with no great speed or
expectation (4)
22 Dancing a Spanish dance hurts! (5,3,5)
27 Object pierces torn clothing (7)
28 Foreign politician once lost his head (7)
29 Capital place to sit into which one sinks
(5)
30 Cancel religious programme from dodgy
broadcaster (3)
31 Reward includes dry savoury cake (5)

DOWN
1 Formatting frames with uneven finish (4)
2 Place full of yes-men where nothing gets
done (4,2,3)
3 Such a drinker cannot remain so (6)
4 Is it safe to present King before Queen? (5)
5 Clue for grate is well worth it! (4,5)
6 Kisses and cuddles seen to go too far! (8)
7 I support Northern Ireland’s revolution (5)
8 Current role on newspaper reduced colour
supplement (4)
12 Song writer and setter of puzzles for The
Listener (5)
13 Shylock perhaps with only seconds to
remove flesh for something precious (5)
16 He thought, so he was a philosopher (9)
17 Festoon a spot occupied by servicemen
(9)
18 Time following FM broadcast may fly if
break is removed (8)
21 Governor confused borders of Greek city
(6)
23 Bluff man’s craggy face (5)
24 Flower said to develop by the end of May
(5)
25 Pupil’s behaviour is controlled by this
woman (4)
26 Girl expected to lose heart (4)
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ACROSS
1 Eden Hazard? (9,5)
10 Nets cast near edge of sea (5)
11 Tungsten, Gold, Potassium, Sulphur,
Phosphorus, Actinium: elements primarily
found in a laboratory perhaps (9)
12 Graceful, say, dressed in style with a
touch of taste? (7)
13 Ask to consume entrée before, with no
beef essentially (7)
14 Leader of darkness and wickedness (5)
16 Schedule a meeting and take a dame out
(4,1,4)
19 Cooking tip of sirloin in roasts, they start
fires (9)
20 Bow (noun): Part of a ship, on the outer
side (5)
22 Send parcel to Jersey? (7)
25 Put into office at home, say (7)
27 Segregate nuts for chocolate offering?
(6,3)
28 Forms of communication in ancient part
of Persia (5)
29 Harry Potter's scar starts to pain,
throwing off a game of Quidditch? (9,5)

DOWN
2 We can be souls, ever evolving (9)
3 Arabs at sea in Iraq’s port (5)
4 Mon-Wed: it's alternate days when
machines are not used (9)
5 Chilling with partner diving in a lake (5)
6 Shortcut to success? Go without food and
song (4,5)
7 Mamluk, a servant keeping order (5)
8 Where we might see stars in the dark? (7)
9 A story on death (6)
15 Most miserable in school, one lies
tormented (10)
17 American diplomat snogging British
Queen (9)
18 Extraordinary leader overwhelmed by
Asian borders? (9)
19 Topless… benign… like Venus de Milo?
(7)
21 Take a leak up in rest room (6)
23 One's appeal for conflict (5)
24 Newspaper fraud? (5)
26 Add review (3,2)
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